


A
rriving at many grand hotels the world over is much 
the same. You spin through the revolving doors 
and there it is. A towering lobby. Acres of marble. 
Probably a baubled chandelier of some description. 

Rosewood London is different. Its design is a story that 
gradually reveals itself through a procession of spaces, as you 
are transported from the bustle of High Holborn, wrought iron 
gates leading past the bar and restaurant that flank the entrance 
to an intimate courtyard, beyond which a corridor rendered in 
beautiful bronze metalwork leads into the lobby. 

This bronze entrance gallery is a particularly clever design 
intervention by Tony Chi & Associates, who handled the design 
of the guestrooms, event spaces and public areas. As Chi says, it 
is “really the hallmark design within the building”. The golden 
glow of fabricator Mazorati Ronchetti’s screen – comprised 
of 8,000 pieces of rose bronze around a steel frame – subtly 
references the Rosewood brand name, as well as immediately 
signifying that this is a luxury hotel where the materials and 
finishes throughout are of the very highest quality. 

No doubt H. Percy Monckton, who designed the 
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Rosewood
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Tony Chi & Associates, Martin 
Brudnizki Design Studio and 
EPR Architects have lead the 
sublime renovation of a London 
landmark, surely destined to take 
its place among the top tier of 
luxury hotels in the capital.
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Edwardian Belle Epoque building in 1914 
as the headquarters of the Pearl Assurance 
Company, would approve. Monckton 
himself spared little expense in specifying the 
Pavonazzo marble which rises up through all 
seven storeys of the hotel to a spectacular 166ft 
cupola and has been painstakingly restored, 
as have many other original architectural 
features, by a team of craftsmen overseen by 
main contractor and fitout specialist Beck. 
The task of maintaining the integrity of 
Monckton’s original designs through Listed 
Building Consents, whilst working with the 
interior designers to implement their vision, fell 
to executive architects EPR. In addition to the 
front of house, EPR Architects also designed 
and implemented all adjacent back of house 
areas, with the assistance of consultants for the 
food and beverage outlets. 

That seven-storey staircase – one of the 

finest examples of its type in England – offers 
access to 262 guestrooms and 44 suites where 
horsehair wall panels, darkened black lacquer 
doors and redwood flooring combine to create 
a sophisticated residential feel. Against this 
backdrop, Tony Chi & Associates has specified 
custom-made furnishings by Interdecor and 
fixed casegoods by Beck. Artworks, books and 
objets have been carefully curated. 

The detailing is exquisite. Take for example, 
the high gloss lacquer to the joinery in the 
suites. According to Beck, this lacquer was 
built up of eight layers, each left for 24 hours 
to dry, then wet sanded and cleaned before the 
next layer applied. The top coat was then left to 
harden before being burnished with a series of 
progressively finer polishing mops. The overall 
process takes a fortnight. Even the door hinges 
had to be specially procured from the US as 
they are a unique ‘swing clear’ type of hinge, 

that allows the door to swing into a pocket at a 
right angle to the door frame, completely clear 
of the opening.

Another recurrent design feature is the hand 
gilded glass tiling by Brooklyn-based artisan 
Lisa Stimpson. These ‘Verre Eglomise’ tiles are 
made through an old mirroring process which 
dates back to the pre-Roman era, used in the 
finest European estates throughout the Middle 
Ages and later revived in the late eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. Screens of these tiles 
are used in the lobby and meeting areas to 
create smaller pockets of privacy and intimacy, 
with Beck going to great lengths to satisfy 
Chi’s requirement that the screens should be 
freestanding, with minimal fixing to the fabric 
of the building.  

Such design features were inspired by the 
theme of a classic English manor estate – a 
theme that has also lead to the naming of 

BELOW: Tony Chi & Associates’ guestroom designs combine furnishings by Interdecor with high gloss black lacquer finishes and Arabascato Vaglie Oro marble in the bathrooms. 
Lighting supplied by Chelsom includes bedside pendants using cream linen French drum shades around seeded glass cylinder shades. Blinds and lighting are controlled via a Lutron system
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the signature suite. The Manor House is 
described by Chi as “exhibiting the ultimate 
qualities of a luxurious private signature 
residence” across its living room, library, 
pantry, dining room, bedroom and bath areas. 
According to Chi, these areas “unfold like 
a multi plot storybook as you wander from 
space to space: curved shapes that evoke the 
mystique of feminine charm, the consistent use 
of patterns denote the edginess found in the 
restlessness of youth, and hidden fixtures pay 
tribute to the curious adventure seeker. It is a 
space that is fun, entertaining, unashamedly 
extravagant, luxurious and comforting.”

When booked with the five connecting 
rooms, the Manor House Suite becomes the 
Grand Manor House Wing, a space with a 
private entrance from High Holborn, a private 
lift and its own postcode.

Chi’s storytelling approach is equally 

evident throughout the public areas. There 
are enchanting touches at every turn to amuse 
or delight. Bulldog statues, bird cages and 
handmade alpaca tiles in the lift lobby show 
that even the transitional spaces have benefited 
from the same attention to detail as the main 
lobby or the Mirror Room restaurant, a salon 
where angled mirrors to the ceiling and wall 
panels bounce flattering light around the room.

The hotel’s other dining areas have been 
designed by Martin Brudnizki Design Studio. 
The Holborn Dining Room is a vibrant British 
brasserie with adjoining delicatessen, operated 
by Des McDonald – former head chef at The 
Ivy and Group CEO of Caprice Holdings. 

Says Martin Brudnizki: “We’ve updated 
the traditional British brasserie concept 
using subtle modern design detailing, whilst 
also drawing on the building’s high baroque 
architecture and rich history. A mixture of 
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ABOVE: Martin Brudnizki Design Studio’s scheme for the 
Holborn Dining Room and Delicatessen is an update of the 
traditional brasserie, with red leather seating, brass detailing 
and bespoke lighting by Dernier & Hamlyn
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statement pieces, such as the glamorous 
neo-gothic chandeliers and Art Deco dining 
counter, combined with the relaxed elegance 
of the seating area and inviting delicatessen 
next door, make Holborn Dining Room a 
comfortable yet vibrant brasserie.”

Reclaimed oak furnishings, antique mirrors 
and opulent red leather upholstery with tweed 
fabric detailing are illuminated by an eclectic 
selection of vintage lamps. Bespoke hand 
sculpted brass bars flank both sides of the 
room. Inspired by Edwardian shop displays, 
meats are hung, butcher-style, above the 
antique patina copper bar top of the dining 
counter. The main bar runs the full length 
of the room, providing seating for patrons to 
perch themselves upon red leather bar stools 
and admire the drinks display housed in an 
antique brass frame, influenced by a Victorian 
hospital trolley and designed specifically to 
preserve the Grade II-listed marble walls.

Scarfes Bar takes it name from the bespoke 
murals by renowned cartoonist Gerald Scarfe, 
and has been inspired by Bemelmans Bar 
at sister Rosewood property The Carlyle 
in New York, where artworks by children’s 
book illustrator Ludwig Bemelmans decorate 
the walls. Here, Brudnizki has played on the 
heritage of the building to create a drawing 
room / gentleman’s lounge which feels as if it 
has been there for the best part of a century. 

Vintage furnishings are mixed with custom 
pieces covering a range of eras from an 1870 
‘lollipop’ rocking chair sourced in New York, to 
a series of 1950s antique cocktail chairs. At the 
far end of the bar, a large bespoke fireplace is 
flanked by oak bookcases filled with intriguing 
artefacts gathered from travels across the globe. 
A collection of 1,000 leather-and-cloth bound 
books were selected by a Portobello antique 
dealer. The feeling is one of supreme comfort 
and sophistication with guests able to enjoy 

BELOW: The rose bronze entrance gallery features metalwork by Italian fabricator Marzoratti Ronchetti, and a handcut mosaic floor in 
Calacatta Gold, and Belgium Black marble. According to Beck, much design development and prototyping was required to deliver the 
screen due to weight load considerations, the automation of the sliding doors and the concealing of the running gear
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their surroundings in comfortable, low 
armchairs and sofas in soft leather or mohair. 
Rustic lanterns provide the flattering lighting 
whilst a herringbone floor is covered in hand-
woven rugs. 

Rosewood London is a statement of intent 
from New World Development Company – 
the Hong Kong based real estate company 
that acquired Rosewood Hotels & Resorts in 
2011. It is the first time the Rosewood brand 
has been represented in London since The 
Lanesborough – which Rosewood originally 
launched in 1991 – was reflagged as a St. 
Regis. New World Development were already 
the owners of this property in its previous 
incarnation as the Renaissance Chancery 
Court, and its new positioning as the brand’s 
European flagship shows how serious the new 
owner is in its ambition to establish Rosewood 
as a global leader in luxury hotels. With a 
variety of projects already in the pipeline 
through Asia and the Middle East, and the 
recently acquired Le Crillon in Paris also 
undergoing a significant renovation, the growth 
of the brand over the next few years will be 
another story worth watching unfold.

THIS PAGE: Martin Brudnizki’s design for Scarfes Bar features Dernier & Hamlyn crafted 2m high globe chandeliers that have been 
hand finished with a verdi-gris effect.  They are complemented by lamps with bronze bases and opal glass shades that add a further 
dimension to the wooden bar that runs the length of the room
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EXPRESS CHECKOUT

Owner / Operator: Rosewood Hotel Group
Architect: EPR Architects 
Interior Designers: Tony Chi & Associates 
(guestrooms, suites, lobby, Mirror Room, Dining 
Room, Living Room, Manor Club); 
Martin Brudnizki Design Studio (Holborn Dining 
Room, Holborn Delicatessen, Scarfes Bar) 
Main Contractor: Beck 
Lighting Designer: Joern Siebke 
Artwork / Photography: Peter Millard & Assoc. 
Project Manager: GVA Second London Wall 
M&E Engineers: Aecom 

Rosewood London
252 High Holborn
London WC1V 7EN, UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7781 8888
www.rosewoodhotels.com

306 guestrooms including 44 suites
Mirror Room, Holborn Dining Room, 
Holborn Delicatessen
Scarfes Bar
Sense Spa, Fitness Suite
11 meeting spaces, event studio
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THE GAINSBOROUGH BATH SPA

A series of interconnected Grade II-
listed buildings originally designed by 
John Pinch are being transformed into a 
luxury hotel and spa for Malaysia-based 
YTL Hotels, the hospitality arm of YTL 
Corporation Berhad.

Due to open in early 2015, The Gainsborough 
Bath Spa is set in the UNESCO World 
Heritage City of Bath, famed for its healing 
waters. Upon completion, it will be the first 
hotel in the UK with a natural thermal spa.

Designed by EPR Architects and 
Champalimaud Design, the hotel will feature 
99 luxuriously appointed guestrooms, an all-
day-dining restaurant, a lobby lounge, private 
dining room, banquet and conferencing 

facilities, and a Spa Village Bath that taps into 
the original Roman Baths.

Originally known as the United Hospital, 
the buildings were completed in the 1820s, 
with the Albert Wing added in the 1860s. 
From 1930 to 2005, the complex was home 
to the Bath Technical College and renamed 
in honour of Sir Thomas Gainsborough, the 
famed Victorian society portrait and landscape 
artist who lived and worked in the city. 

Archaeological excavations have revealed 
that the hotel sits on the site of a Roman 
Bath House and this has been the inspiration 
behind the design of the spa, offering eleven 
treatment rooms, sauna, steam room, ice 
chamber, natural thermal water pools and 
fitness centre, with a new double-height glass 

atrium roof enclosing the pool.
The 99 custom-finished guestrooms subtly 

reference period details combined with 
contemporary forms. The accommodation 
will offer plenty of natural light and 
enjoy stunning views of the surrounding 
countryside. In addition, Bellotts, a Victorian 
annexe, comprises 14 guestrooms set around 
a tranquil courtyard with an underground 
passage connecting it to the spa.

EPR Architects secured a series of planning 
and listed building consents and worked 
closely with the Conservation Officer during 
construction. The team is also responsible 
for implementing Champalimaud Design’s 
interior scheme to the front of house areas.

THE DRAWING BOARD
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creating an
exclusive
guest
experience

EPR Architects 
+44 2079 327 600
architects@epr.co.uk
www.epr.co.uk

Project
Rosewood London

Executive Architect
EPR Architects

Interior Designer
Tony Chi
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